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Back to the future
I love a good contrarian analysis and Charlie Aitken's outlook for a residential property boom seems to
be hitting all the right buttons. The international commentators may differ but it's hard to disagree with
Charlie's well thought out analysis below. They just don't get us.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, our expert and CIO Paul Rickard gives you a unique insight
into his SMSF, which I'm sure you'll find quite revealing and very useful.
Roger Montgomery shares his unique view on risk with us and JP Goldman explains why more interest
rate cuts are on the cards.
Paul Rickard also answers our question of the week on international exposure and Gavin Madson
compares the long-term returns of equities and bonds.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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My SMSF – Switzer Super Report expert Paul
Rickard
by Paul Rickard
Age: 53

No – although it does take some time.

Other members of the SMSF: Partner Fiona, and
two of my adult children.

Do you enjoy managing it?
Yes – although there is a fair bit of administration.

Unfortunately, as you can’t have five members, my
oldest daughter is not a member – she is in a
government scheme and is reasonably well provided
for.
My younger children joined last year. They are
university students, who work part time – and I got
sick of seeing their contributions eaten away by fees
and insurance premiums. This is one of the great
scams of the default industry super fund regime
(thanks, Bill Shorten) – that people without
dependants are forced to invest their super in life
insurance.
How long have you had your SMSF?
While I have always been really interested in this
area, I didn’t start my SMSF until four years ago
when I left the Commonwealth Bank. The bank’s
sponsored super scheme was well run, had good
investment options and was particularly cost effective
– so there wasn’t a lot to be gained in having my own
SMSF.

Are you pleased with its performance?
Yes, it has done particularly well over the last year. I
haven’t crunched all the numbers yet for the 12
months to 30 June, however I think it will do around
25% after tax – the average balanced fund will do
about 15% for the year.
What is your asset allocation?
Australian equities 55%
Cash, term deposits, hybrids: 35%
Property: 8%
International equities 2%
I would like a higher allocation to international
equities, however I didn’t listen to my own advice
and invest more when the AUD was around $1.05
USD. More recently, I have been buying companies
such as CSL, which will benefit from a lower AUD.

Why did you start it up?

On the fixed interest side, I am a mega bear on long
bonds – so all our exposure is through floating rate
hybrid issues that re-price every 90 days.

Leaving the bank gave me the opportunity to really
think about super – and triggered me to take some
action.

With our equities portfolio, it looks a little like the
Switzer Income Oriented Portfolio. We have about 25
stocks, with a sector allocation as follows:

How big is it?
About $1.5 million.
Is it more or less difficult to manage than you
thought it would be?
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(which many accounting firms also use), with its
double entry “debits and credits”. I create an
accounting file and send this to my auditor (the only
external provider).

What are your favourite investments/stocks and
why?
There are two absolute standouts – Commonwealth
Bank and Ramsay Health Care. CBA – floated at
$5.40 in 1991 (now circa $71.00), dividend increased
from $0.40 to circa $3.50 per share. With Ramsay,
have a look at the share price graph over the last 10
years – phenomenal. CSL is not too bad, either.

Of course, I also leverage the ideas and advice from
all the expert contributors to the Switzer Super
Report. Even if I disagree with an expert on a
particular point, that is helpful as it encourages me to
re-examine and confirm any actions or decisions I
have made. As an investor, I think this is a really
good discipline.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

What investments do you have outside of
superannuation?
Shares (very overweight CBA), plus an investment
property. I haven’t brought the shares into the super
fund yet because of the capital gains tax – obviously,
I will look to do this at some stage.
Do you use an advisor or any kind of service
provider?
I do it all myself – including the accounting. I am in
the 1% of trustees who don’t use an accountant or
administrator – and I don’t recommend this to others.
I do it because it helps keeps me in touch with the
issues that accountants face in working with their
clients. I use specialist SMSF software from BGL
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East coast property to go boom boom boom
by Charlie Aitken
Moody’s is the latest offshore commentator to join
the chorus singing for caution on the Australian
property market. But most of the comments on
Australian property from offshore people are very
generic and really don’t understand the nuances of
the Australian property market or how mortgages are
granted in Australia.
They don’t understand that the Australian cultural
psyche is you will pay your mortgage under any
circumstances, no matter what. Our “property
correction” was property going sideways for about
five years. If there had been a massive overbuild then
I would be worried but at the moment there seems to
be no oversupply, there seems to be undersupply and
I continue to be bullish on East Coast residential
property prices and a new home construction/
renovation/mortgage credit cycle.
I believe the rise in the Australian household savings
rate is temporary. It is a post GFC/minority
Government household “lack of confidence” reaction
and unlikely to be maintained. It also coincides with a
period of relatively flat median property prices for the
last five years. My view is when it becomes more
obvious to the average Australian that property prices
are rising and the return on unfranked cash is being
crushed in real and nominal terms, they will revert to
their traditional form of tax free saving known as
“property”. In the medium-term, I believe the
household savings rate will drop to around 5.00% in
the years ahead. However, it’s worth noting in
periods of previous residential property booms it has
actually gone negative as FOMO (fear of missing out)
became contagious.
Local demand
Australia is also in a period of strong population
growth with household formation increasing. The
Australian population is growing by 1000 people per

day.

Due to a decade of chronic underbuild the rental
markets remain tight. Rising rents and rising property
prices, when combined with 53 year-low interest
rates, push the buy/rent equation in favour of buy.
Further pushing the buy/rent equation in favour of buy
is affordability, where 53 year lows in interest rates
have seen debt servicing ratios as a percentage of
after-tax income drop to around 35%.

This is starting to dawn on the population with the
“Time to buy a dwelling index” on its way to pre GFC
highs.
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Auction clearance rates are trending higher – and
reached 80% in Sydney on the weekend (see here for
our regular analysis of clearance rates).
International demand
But the missing piece of the residential property price
and new property construction cycle has, until
recently, been the Australian dollar bubble.
The bursting of the AUD bubble is extremely positive
for Australian residential property markets. Australian
property just became 15% to 20% cheaper in global
dollars (particularly USD pegged Asian dollars) and
we are all underestimating what that means for
foreign investor demand and also, importantly,
demand from Australian expats looking to return
home with their families. It’s worth remembering over
1,000,000 Australians live/work overseas and the
currency has previously kept many of them overseas
for longer than they anticipated.
Real estate agents tell me that inquiries from
Australian expats have “gone through the roof” since
the AUD fall and foreign investor inquiries are also up
sharply.
The Government’s overarching principle is that
foreign investment in the housing sector should be
into activity that directly increases the supply of new
housing. There are rules that relate to new dwellings,
vacant land, redevelopment, temporary residents and
foreign companies providing housing for Australian
based staff.
Additionally, there is also a new 888 significant
investor visa, which allows you to do whatever you

like if you are approved and invest $5 million in an
approved security (usually State Bonds etc.). Only
two have been approved so far and another 300 odd
have been invited or are in the process of being
potentially approved. This 888 significant investor
visa will have more effect on the super high end of
the residential property market, but high end price
rises do drive psychology in the broader residential
property market, as they get plenty of press attention.
In January, I forecast that high-end residential
property would rise up to 15% this year, and while
very hard to quantify, I believe that forecast is broadly
on track judging by the volume of high end sales and
prices. I also forecast median prices to rise 5 to 10%
and I think that forecast is also broadly on track with
half the year gone.
For the vast bulk of foreign investors wanting to invest
in Australian residential property the only option is a
new dwelling. This bodes extremely well for
developers, but particularly those who focus on
high-density apartment complexes within 10kms of a
CBD.
Major bank mortgage LVRs
It’s also worth noting where major bank average loan
to value ratios (LVR’s) start as we head into higher
residential property prices.
ANZ: Average LVR at origination 65%, average
dynamic LVR 52%
CBA: Average LVR at origination 48%E, average
dynamic LVR 49%
NAB: Average dynamic LVR 52%
WBC: Average LVR at origination 69%, average
dynamic LVR 48%.
Dynamic LVR = current balance/current valuation and
the lower the better.
The best play
I continue to believe the Australian mortgage banks
are the equity way to play the coming residential
property price and residential home construction
boom. As I have written numerous times, they are
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financial cyclicals and their rising profitability leads to
rising fully franked dividends, further enhancing
demand for their equity in a domestic world of
structurally rising compulsory superannuation
contributions.
Where I differ from other strategists is on the medium
term. While I strongly believe the boom part of the
mining and mining investment cycle is well and truly
over, on the other side of that I believe an East Coast
property led boom is starting. I also believe that
property boom will be assisted by monetary and fiscal
policy accommodation aimed squarely at the
residential property cycle.
ANZ, CBA, NAB and WBC remain core members of
my high conviction buy list ™, while BOQ and BEN
also look good medium-term investments to my eyes.
I note the credit ratings agencies are also coming
around to a positive view on BOQ.
The chart below of the ASX Financials Accumulation
Index (XFJAI) and the ASX Metals & Mining
Accumulation Index (XMM) shows the post GFC total
return performance has crossed and financials
continue to widen their outperformance of miners.
This is the equity market attempting to tell you the
Australian GDP growth baton is being handed from
mining and mining services to the East Coast
property sector. We are going back to the future.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The only way is down for interest rates
by JP Goldman
All that stands between lower interest rates come the
next Reserve Bank Board meeting on August 6, is
next week’s consumer price index report and the
Australian dollar. If inflation remains low and the
Australian dollar does not drop a lot further – say to
the mid-US80c level – the RBA may well cut rates
again.
But why?
Despite the tentative signs of improvement in the
housing sector, the upturn still remains quite gradual.
Neither investors, first homebuyers or existing owners
seeking to move, are rushing back to the market – in
large part because overall household debt levels are
already quite high. High land and development costs
are also holding back new activity.
In turn, that means the upturn in house prices has
been modest to date, as has the lift in demand for
new homes.
Only this week we learnt that residential dwelling
commencements fell 5.5% in the March quarter,
though are still up almost 13% on year ago levels.
Most of this activity, however, is in apartments –
underpinned by investor demand – rather than
stand-alone homes, which is holding back the amount
of new work each new commencement represents.
Not helped by an office property glut, a weak
manufacturing sector and a peak in mining
investment, non-residential building commencements
are even weaker – slumping 18% last quarter to be
20% below year-ago levels.
More broadly, the National Australia Bank business
conditions index slumped back in June to be well
below long-run average levels and the unemployment
rate ticked up to 5.7%. Labour hiring intentions
remain subdued, suggesting a further rise in the rate
of unemployment is likely.

All up, the run of recent data confirms that the
economy remains stuck at a below-trend pace of
economic growth, even with mining investment at
record highs as a percent of the economy.
Meanwhile, the outlook for China is also more
cautious: the economy continues to slow as policy
makers battle to keep a lid on strong credit growth
spilling out of the less regulated parts of the financial
system. Chinese economic growth slowed to 7.5% in
the June quarter, and there’s growing speculation
that growth will slow to 7% by the end of the year.
That’s not great news for Australian coal and iron ore
prices and could encourage miners to cut back their
investment plans even further. As it is, mining
investment is levelling out at a high level, but will start
falling sharply by late next year.
Keep calm
Of course, there’s no need to panic – just yet. The
Australian dollar has fallen in recent months, which
will provide some relief to trade-exposed sectors,
including our miners. And the $A seems likely to fall
further, especially if the United States Federal
Reserve acts to tighten liquidity later this year.
Canberra’s fiscal policy was also sharply restrictive
last financial year, but will have a more neutral impact
on the economy this year. Business and consumer
confidence could lift once uncertainties associated
with the looming Federal election are out of the way.
But most importantly, the official cash rate is still at
2.75% – and could be cut a lot further if need be. As it
stands, the RBA has indicated it is prepared to cut
interest rates again to avoid an untoward rise in
unemployment – provided it can be reasonably
confident that inflation over the next few years is
unlikely to push beyond its 2% to 3% target band.
While the recent decline in the $A will eventually add
to import prices, the soft economy, subdued wage
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growth and intense retail sector competition are
acting in the opposite direction.
Based on its latest forecasts, the RBA anticipates that
year-ended underlying inflation will edge down to
2.25% in next week’s June quarter CPI report. If that
proves right, and especially if this reflects softness in
domestic price pressures rather than the ongoing
lagged effect of past exchange rate strength on
import prices – the way could be clear for lower
interest rates in early August.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Roger on Risk
by Roger Montgomery
Many investors focus on returns, and during bull
markets they make back most of what they lost in the
periods where prices fell and a little more. But in most
investors’ experiences, that is all. Another
perspective, and one we employ at Montgomery, is to
focus first on risk. There are a number of ways to do
this but the most elegant, if not the simplest, is to
think first about the probability, or possibility, of
permanent loss of capital.
‘Permanent loss of capital’ can itself be considered
in two lights. The first is a capital loss and the second
is a loss of purchasing power. Serious long-term
investors, if the are focused on risk, think naturally
about the loss of capital but less about the impact of
inflation on their returns and, ultimately, their and their
clients’ lifestyles.
Alpha and beta
The stock market, of course, and the many
academics whose fascination with it translates into
research that seeks to further our understanding of
money, markets and ourselves, spend an inordinate
amount of time thinking about risk. And while there
are emerging new ideas about risk, the biggest
contribution from academia has hitherto been the
measure of risk known as beta.
Wildly but unjustifiably popular, Beta is a measure of
volatility of a security about its benchmark. An asset
with a beta of one indicates the price of the asset
moves in the same direction as the benchmark and
about the same amount. A beta of more than one,
means it tends to move in the same direction but
more than the movement of the benchmark.
The higher the volatility of a stock, for example, the
higher its beta and therefore its risk. This initially
seems logical. If you are a superannuate, you would
like to minimise beta. Who wouldn’t want to achieve

15% per annum smoothly?
But as Abraham Maslow stated in 1966, to a man
with a hammer every problem looks like a nail and
beta is now the universal benchmark measure for
risk.
Beta, however has several drawbacks, first of course,
is that while there are universally accepted periods
over time to measure volatility, in reality there is no
right period. Perhaps more interestingly though, is the
idea that a stock, whose price moves about more
than a benchmark, is more risky. Such an argument
presupposes that the benchmark is some omnipotent
being or at least some purveyor of desirability.
Big isn’t necessarily better
The All Ordinaries index is full of rubbish companies
that generate poor returns for their owners and have
added no value over a decade. In turn, their
weightings in the index are large by virtue only of the
fact that they are big businesses. They aren’t good
businesses. So why should an investor, keen to see
their wealth increase materially over the next 10
years pay any attention to the All Ords? Over the long
run, you should be materially better off buying a suite
of companies, whose quality is far superior to those
that dominate the All Ordinaries, irrespective of
whether their share prices diverge significantly from
that index. Indeed you should wish that they do!
Still random
Furthermore, the selection of a benchmark has
become conventional through standardization but it
has become no less arbitrary. We might, for example,
measure the beta of gold against the S&P500 and
discover that the beta is low, or even negative, and
conclude that by putting gold into a portfolio we might
reduce risk. This is plainly nonsense.
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Or think about cash for a moment. Earlier this year I
transferred some term deposits into US dollars.
Putting aside the subsequent decline in the Australian
dollar, the yield I am receiving on my US dollar term
deposit is virtually nil. So is the beta of cash. With a
beta of zero, cash might be seen to be uncorrelated
and low risk, but given there is a 100% certainty of
me losing purchasing power from being invested in
such a term deposit for any meaningful length of time,
beta is virtually useless as a measure of my real risk.
So this brings us back to our own ideas about risk
and whether the market, with its declining volatility
and absence of reasonably priced opportunities is
actually more or less risky.
From our perspective, now is the time to be very
attuned to risk because when there are few high
quality shares trading cheaply, the risk of capital loss
as well as the loss of purchasing power is significantly
higher.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Bonds v equities – it’s all relative
by Gavin Madson
The UBS Composite Bond Index is designed to
measure the performance of the Australian bond
market. The index consists of approximately 300
fixed interest securities issued by the Commonwealth
Government, the State Government and semi
government authorities, as well as investment grade
corporate issuers. This index provides a good
representation of the movements in value and interest
rates of this asset class, not unlike the ASX 200 index
that most investors are familiar with.

Figure 1 above shows the return of the UBS
Composite Bond Index versus the ASX 200
Accumulation Index (the index comparison starts in
1989 when the Composite Bond Index began,
however Bloomberg data is only available for the
graph above from 1992). If you invested $100 in each
at the start date (September 1989), you would be
marginally in front by investing in the bond index over
the equity index.
[Editor’s note - the above analysis does not take into
account the beneficial tax impacts of dividend
imputation for equities.]
The steady inclining line of the bond index underpins
the importance of allocating a portion of your

investments to bonds – they act as a cushion to the
volatility of your equity investments. This is the
reason professional investors – fund managers –
always hold allocations to bonds in their portfolios.
Long-term interest rates move higher
Two weeks ago I wrote about how comments from
Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke suggesting the easy
money of Quantitative Easing wouldn’t last forever
had spooked markets and reminded investors of the
importance of considering risk. Since then we have
continued to see the swap curve (effectively the
benchmark rate that banks will lend to each other at)
move wider in the later years. Figure 2 shows the
yield on the five-year swap curve having increased by
28 basis points over the last month – an increase that
is reflected in the returns on offer for investors
targeting bonds with similar maturities.

My view on the best value in the market hasn’t
changed; investors just get some extra kicker in their
yield. We continue to see the best value in the curve
presenting in maturities in the 2018 to 2020 period.
Term deposits remain lower for longer
The term deposit rates on offer for the coming year
reflect the banks’ interest rate expectations and
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show there’s little additional reward for investing for
longer terms (see Table 1). In fact, the best major
bank rate declines from 4.10% for 90 days to 3.95%
for one year. Investors only receive an extra 35bps
(0.35%) for a five-year term. The best rate on the
table is in the “other banks” category and shows
4.87% but investors need a minimum $500,000 to
access this rate.

Bond market in review
Domestically, the RBA left the cash rate unchanged
at 2.75% in line with market expectations. Economic
data was mixed with residential building approvals
falling by 1.1% in May and retail trade growing by
0.1% in May. The May trade balance beat market
expectations, with a trade surplus increase ($0.7
billion) in May due to a 3.6% increase in exports.
Fitch has released its half yearly report “Australian
Mortgage Delinquency by Postcode – 31 March
2013?. Delinquency rates across Australia have
increased to 1.45% from 1.20% at the end of
September 2012, but remain below the five-year
average of 1.53%. Increased arrears, particularly in
low income/high unemployment regions, indicate the
RBA’s decision to reduce the cash rate did not
positively impact mortgage performance in the six
months to March 2013. The market expects at least
one further cut to be made this year.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Question of the week – time to consider
international
by Paul Rickard
Q: Could you tell me if the American stocks have
performed overall better than us in the last 12
months, or will they in the next 12 months, and do
you think that in a super fund we should have
some exposure to overseas shares at this stage
or not?

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

A: Over the 12 months to 30 June, the Aussie market
did a little better (in local currency terms):
US S&P 500 (total return): 20.60%
S&P/ASX 200 (total return): 22.75%
Total return includes dividends.
I must admit I was a little surprised by this as well (I
thought intuitively that the US market had done
better). For an Australian investor who considers
investments in Australian dollars, the US share
market has done a lot better because the AUD has
fallen by around 15%. The iShares ETF (ASX Code
IVV), which is based on the US S&P 500 and is
denominated in AUD, has returned 34.95% for the
year to 30 June.
I think you definitely should have some exposure to
the US market. Timing is always the issue, however
three factors suggest some exposure is warranted:
1. While the US stock market may have priced
some of this in already, the US economy is
growing – whereas the Australian economy is
arguably slowing;
2. The strong correlation between Australian
stock prices and US stock prices – it is very
hard to believe that we can maintain a strong
bull market in Australia without some positive
lead from the USA; and
3. Expectations that the AUD will go lower – it is
more likely to be at 0.85 USD rather than 1.05
USD in 12 months.
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Did you know?
Earlier this week on Switzer TV, I spoke with Switzer Expert, and today's My SMSF featured trustee, Paul
Rickard, for a cautionary look at what exactly you can, and can't do, with property in your SMSF.
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